



The Indonesian Revolution as seen by Japanese Diplomat Saito Shizuo
Ken ichi Goto
Throughout the postwar period, Indonesia experienced a series of outbreaks of political violence
such as the independence struggles in 1945-46, the massacre of the post "September 30th Movement
in 1965 and the military invasion and subsequent mass killings in East Timor in late 1975. The late
Saito Shizuo was an elite Japanese o庁icial of the Japanese military government of Indonesia during
the war years. He was ambassador to Jakarta in 1965 and was instrumental in sustaining Japans
support of the new regime led by General Suharto. He was serving as ambassador to the UN when
Indonesia invaded East Timor, and he strongly supported the Indonesian stance at the UN.
This paper examines how Saito perceived the signはcance of the Indonesian independence
revolution, as revealed in his type-written memorandum entitled "Indonesian revolution in its early
stage," written in late 1946 and given to the author of this paper in 1987. Saito's personal experiences
in Indonesia during that crucial period may have in日uenced his perception of Indonesia and perhaps
were reRected in Japan's diplomacy toward Indonesia thereafter.
Saito's memorandum is divided into three parts: (1) significance of revolution-character, motiva-
tion, process, direction of struggle, and organizations; (2) developments of the revolution in the initial
stages; and (3) critique of revolution-strength, weakness, and also meaning in world politics. Writing
about the heightening tensions of independence struggles, Saito remarked that the independence
movement evolved into a real revolution in the sense that the activists demanded not only political
independence, but also socio-economic transformation; he remarks, however, that it was not a "red
revolution". He also stressed that Indonesian revolutions led by the pemuda (young nationalists)
genuinely expected sympathy and support from international society, and that as a result they tried
to avoid anti-British actions as much as possible, and conducted harsh anti-Japanese propaganda so
as to wipe out the negative image that Indonesian independence was "made in Japan": they killed
more than 500 Japanese.
Saito observed that the strengths and weaknesses of the Indoilesian revolution were as follows:
strengths; (1) swift formation of a powerful struggle organization as a result of the delay in the Allies
arrival; the Allies'underestimation of revolutionary forces; and the pemuda's acquisition of weapons
from the Japanese; (2) the shift of international sentiments such as sympathy toward autonomy and
independence, and the rise of decolonization in other areas including India, Burma and the Philip-
pines. As for weaknesses, Saito identified (1) the di汽culty of maintaining the unity among various
political forces, (2) lack of international sympathy at that point, (3) shortage of weapons and funds,













































































































































































































































































重要な契機として残留者が1979年7月, ｢福祉友の会｣ (Friendship Association of Welfare, Yay-
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